The pivotal decomposition theorem of the reliability function is applied to the stochastic nNwork. A graphical observation of the theorem always yields more effective result than that of algebraic aspects, that is, the well· selected pivot arc enables the resulting network to contain modules. Our theorem 1 assures that, and our algorithms will be helpful to deTermine the optimal pivot of the decomposition.
The reliability function h(p) = h(Pl"",Pn) is a multilinear polynomial of p. 'so The following lemna holds for h(p). (for the proof, see e.g. [1] , 1. p.2l) Lemma 1. h(p) where (Pl"" ,Pi-l,l,Pi+l"" ,Pn) (P l ,··· ,Pi-1,O,Pi+l"" ,Pn) 1, ... ,n , A module is a subnetwork that acts as if it were just a component. If a network contains modules, we can replace each of them into single arc with the same reliabilities as that module has. These procedure are called "modular decomposition". The modula:r decomposition reduces the effort of calculat ion remarkably.
2. Graphical Representation of h(O.,p) and h(l.,p) 1 1
The following two propositions are obvious but important. Adding an arc between two terminals of the given network N, a planar graph G is constructed. By the proper transformation, G can be embedded in a plane such that every arc is drawn as a straight line segment.
Therefore we can assume that G is such a graph as mentioned above.
Case 1. When G has at least one triangular region.
In this case, by fusing any two (except that those two are both terminals) of three nodes surrounding the triangular region, we can get the parallel arcs. (3) and (4),
The assumptions (A3) and (A4) permit: neither series arcs nor pendant vertices, hence the degree of all nodes in G cannot be less than three; (P1P6 + P2 -P1 P 2 P 6) (P4 P7 + PS -P4 P SP7) ,
As was shown in above two examples, our graphical method is much efficient than other known methods such as path enumer~tion, state enumeration, and so forth. This is mainly due tc the possibility of decomposition of NO and N 1 .
Applying modular decomposition to the network reduces the computational effort especially.
Optimality of the Pivot Plrc
In applying our graphical decomposition to a given network, it is important that by which arc as a pivot the procedure is to be done. In this section we give a criterion for selecting a pivot arc of the decomposition. The term optimal means here that the number of states in the network are minimized.
To this end, a concept of complexity of a network is proposed.
The complexity c(N) of the network N is considered to be a sort of measures that indicates the amount of the computational effort required to obtain its reliability function. And, the optimal pivot is defined as an arc i which gives the minimal sum of complexities for N~ and N~.
Birnbaum and Esary [2] formalized the concepts of module. In a wide sense, a single arc itself is a module however, we exclude this trivial case in the following discussions. We start from the definition of a level of the modules. 
NI'
In most cases we can find an optimal pivot by above propositions however, the more systematic method may be needed when the given network is complicated.
We start from the discussion about some properties of the module. A knowledge of the concepts of regions is assumed. A graph theory text such as Deo [3] is recommended to those unfamiliar with these concepts.
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If the network N contains a module M then M has exactly two nodes in common with MC, the complement of M in G. In such a case M is surrounded by two regions of G as illustrated :in Fig. 1 . We use the term that the regions segregate a module for such situations. Step 1: Construct a planar graph G from the given network N by adding an artificial arc b,:tween two terminals of N.
Step 2: Let R 1 , ... ,R f denote the regions (including the outer region) of G. From f regions of G, select all the ordered triplets of
Step 3:
If each (R. ,R. ,R ) which satisfy one of the following conditons;
1.
Stochastic Network
Step 1: Construct a planar graph G from the given network N by adding an artificial arc between two terminals.
Step 2: Let Rl, ... ,R f denote the regions (including the outer region) of G. From f regions of G, select all the ordered triplet of the 91 regions (Ri,Rj'~) which satisfy one of the following conditions;
i3 R.
l.
i3 Ri i3 Ri segregates a subgraph S, then S has just three nodes in co:nmon with its complement G -S (Le.
the vertex attachment number of S is three). And if there is an arc between the two of these three nodes, then by shortening that arc a module is obtaiGed.
Discussion
The graphical decomposition is also applicable to some other problems 
While the graphical method has many desirable effect, it has some limitations, too. We summarize them below.
(Ll) The pivot arc must be uGdirected.
(L2) The difficulty extremely increases when the network is non-planar.
[1]
The non-graphical structures such as k-out-of-n systems can 
Supplementation
The following inequalities are obtained from the monotonicity of the reliability function h(p). a numerical example using above inequalities. The example is due to Shogan [4] , and some arcs in the networ:~ are directed (as arrowed in the figure).
Shogan [4] also shows that hls sequential bounds are always tighter than Esary- 
